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Harry Posehn is the best dad, the best husband...well, maybe not. Detective Teaghan Beaumont is

getting closer and closer to discovering the truth about Harry Posehn. But there's a twist that

she--and you, dear reader--will never see coming.   BookShotsLIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY

JAMES PATTERSON   Novels you can devour in a few hours  Impossible to stop reading  All

original content from James Patterson
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James Patterson has written more bestsellers and created more enduring fictional characters than

any other novelist writing today. He lives in Florida with his family.  Duane Swierczynski is the

Edgar-nominated and Anthony Award-winning author of Canary and Revolver. He's also written for

comic books, TV and film.

Fast and easy read doesn't mean it lacks suspense or thrills. It took a while to figure out which

character was speaking throughout but it soon flowed smoothly into an exciting first person

narrative.

I enjoyed this book very much. Love these books. You can finish them in less than a day. The

characters were so interesting and so was the plot.



Thought this was an everyday story until about half way through the book. Suddenly the storyline

turned weird and I couldn't put it down.

Intriguing,sweet,quick read. I had to put it down for a while because the images were coming too

fast and I was not ready for the bad news. I thoroughly enjoyed The House Husband.

Good book..Quick read.. Surprised at the Bad Guy!!I think it would have gotten boring before you

could have finished a normal book page size !!Ã°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠÃ°ÂŸÂ’Âœ

I finished it in one sitting. It kept my interest throughout the book. I didn't see the end coming which

made it that much more enjoyable.

Great read and very intriguing but ended weird. Needed to read more...hope another segment

continues the story and start a new one.

Good reading material . Kept you reading till the end. Going to tell my family about this book. They

will surely read it.
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